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ABSTRACT
As part of an observingprogram using the InternationalUltravioletExplorer (IUE) satellite
to investigatethe ultravioletpropertiesofstarsfound withinthe coresofgalacticglobularclusters
with blue horizontalbranches (HBs), we obtained three spectraof the clusterNGC 1904 (iV[79).
All three were long integration-time,short-wavelength(SWP) spectra obtained at the so-called
"center-of-light"and allthreeshowed evidenceof multiplesourceswithin the IUE largeaperture
(21_.4x 10"). In thispaper we shalldescribethe analysisof thesespectraand presentevidence
that the UV sourcesrepresentindividualhot starsin the post-HB stageof evolution_Describe
results of UV star extraction.\Analyses ofotherclustersobserved as partof thissame program
}
willbe discussedin a seriesofsubsequent papers.
1. Introduction
IUE observations of globular clusters with the SWP camera are eb_v_ht ro probes of their
blue HB and UV-bright stars, since the cooler red giants contribute very little to the integrated light
shortward of 1800/_. (deBoer and Code 1981). Code (1982) estimated that it would require almost
1000 red giants to equal the output of a single blue HB star at 1550 /_, based on the population
synthesis models of Welch and Code (1980). In those clusters for which visual photometry exists in
the core region, the IUE spectra therefore affords one the opportunity to improve upon the stellar
atmosphere parameters (such as Teff ) derived from the optical data, as demonstrated by Auri_re
and Cordoni (1983) for two stars in M 15. In addition, IUE may also serve as a discovery instrument,
as in the case of a spectrum of the core of M 13 which revealed a pair of previously unknown hot
HB stars (de Boer and Code 1981). From that spectrum the authors were able to provide estimates
of the effective temperatures and gravities of the two stars. Since there are relatively few IUE
observations of hot Population II stars (only 7 of the 36 field stars in the Cacciari (1985) atlas
are bluer than B-V = 0.2) such observations as those in M 15 and M 13 are quite important to
our understanding of the evolutionary status of these stars, as well as their contribution to the
integrated cluster light. We present below an analysis of another cluster (M 79) containing hot
Population II stars, at least one of which seems to be a "supra-HB" object.
As a result of their investigation of 27 galactic globular clusters with the ANS satellite, van AI-
bada, de Boer, and Dickens (1981) classified M 79 as an "extremely blue" (EB) cluster, signifying
the presence of a large UV excess in the integrated light. It was also found to be a low-luminosity
x-ray source, based on data from the IPC instrument on the Einstein X-ray Observatory (Grindlay
1981). However, no position of the x-ray source was given. Radial variation of B-V, as deter-
mined from a photometric survey of 161 stars in a 1' × 1_ field centered on the core by Cordoni
and Auri_re (1983), shows slight evidence of a color gradient (bluer toward the center), which the
authors attribute to a "relatively random increase in the density of bright red giants" in the outer
annuli. Gratton and Ortolani (1986) found two blue stars (B - V <_ 0.) at V ,-, 19. Due to the
high galactic latitude of M 79, it is unlikely that these stars are part of the galactic foreground, so
IUE IMAGES OF NGC 1904
IMAGE YEAR DAY EXPOSURE PA 1 POINTING 2 FOCUS
SWP (minutes) h m s 0 , , STEP
25303 s 1985 54 345 327.9 5 22 7.9 -24 34 10.4 -2.84
28935 1986 230 385 140.9 5 22 7.6 -24 34 10.3 -1.97
33152 1988 84 540 349.6 5 22 7.4 -24 34 I0.0 -3.30
Table 1: Astrophysical Parameters for the Globular Clusters. I Position angle of large aperture, measured eastward
from north. 2 RA and DEC (+2") based on satellite maneuvers from offset star SAO 170395 (see Appendix A). a
SWP 25303 has been reprocessed to take full advantage of the superior spatial resolution of the extended line-by-line
i_n-mgeprocessing.
they may represent an extension to the BHB, as observed in other clusters (see e.g., , Buananno
et al. 1986). M 79 was observed by the Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (UIT) during the ASTRO
Spacelab mission in December, 1990 (Hill et al. 1991), using both the far-UV (1520 jt) and near-UV
(2500 t.) bandpasses. The derived UV color magnitude diagram for I00 stars between 40" and 5'
confirms both the presence of an extended BHB and the EB classification. Apparently, they have
also detected individual giants in the UV. The UIT data shows stars both hotter than those .S_ (-V
m,p in visual surveys and hotter than those predicted by models of Sweigart (1987), suggesting that
extreme mass loss has occurred in these stars,leaving them with almost negligibleenvelope masses.
2. Observations
We obtained long-exposure SWP spectra of M 79 with the IUE on three separate occasions,
each time using the FES cursor to find the cluster's"center-of-light"(see Table 1 and Figure I).
As we show in the Appendix, the center-of-lightin centrally condensed clusters such as M 79 is
a well-defined and reproducible position. The coordinates derived from spacecraft slews for each
observation are listedin the table,and demonstrate that the same fieldwas observed in each case.
The position angle of the IUE large aperture for each of the three observations is nearly the
same (with that of the second spectrum, SWP 28936, being rotated almost 180 ° with respect to
the other two), suggesting again that many of the stars discussed below were observed on allthree
occasions. As discussed in Altner (1989) the spatialprofilesderived from the IUE line-by-line(LBL)
data are actually projections of the true stellardistributionalong the long axis of the aperture.
Being long exposure-time observations, the SWP spectra are peppered with stray "hits",due to
interaction of the camera phosphor with cosmic rays. In the subsequent reductions, data points so
affected have been removed. Other factors beside the background radiation have potential impact
on image quality. One of the most important of these is the thermal environment. This affects
the telescope focus, which is controlled by means of heaters near the primary mirror and on the
camera deck. The unit of measure of telescope focus is the so-called focus "STEP"; Cassatella,
Barbero, and Benvenuti (1985; hereafter CBB) have shown that optimum focus conditions prevail
for STEP < 0 for the SWP camera. Under certain conditions the heaters fail to stabilize the
focus properly and after several hours it may deteriorate to the point of causing an increase of
20-30% in the width of a spectrum (Sonneborn et aL 1987a). Since much our work on the globular
cluster center-of-light images involves extraction of the spatially resolved spectra, we were always
concerned with the possibility that less than optimum focus might cause a source in the aperture to
appear broadened. For this reason, we include in Table 1 the value of the focus "STEP" parameter
for each spatially resolved image analyzed in this paper.
3. Analysis
Two "non-standard" procedures, POLYSTAR and APS, are used in the bulk of the data reduc-
tion and analysis effort in this program. In this section we shall describe the motivation and logic
behind both procedures, as well as their inherent errors, uncertainties and limitations.
a) POL YSTA R
Although the dramatic pictures one often sees ofglobular clustersleave the impression that even
a fairlysmall aperture placed at the center would literallybe filledwith stars,such pictures are _
\
intentionally overexposed in order to include the outer regions of the cluster. Shorter exposures
reveal that the clustercore iscomposed ofindividual starswhich are often distributed in a "patchy"
manner. Hence, given the relativelysmall size of the IUE "large" aperture, itisquite credible that
only a few stars might be included at a given pointing. Central to much of the work presented in
this and the following papers in the seriesis the assumption that careful spatialdecomposition of
images acquired with the IUE SWP camera allows us to isolatethe spectra of individual hot stars
in the crowded cores. It was for j_t this purpose that the POLYSTAR procedure was developed.
(EarlierUV studiesbasedondata from the OAO-2 and ANS satellites(refs)dealt with properties
of integratedcluster light,because of theirmuch larger apertures.) Because of its proven usefulness
in this and other several other areas of IUE research, the POLYSTAR procedure is soon to be
added to the Goddard RDAF library of standard analysis routines, where it will be available for
use by visitingGOs (see Altner and Shore 1992). In this section we shallhighlight those features of
POLYSTAR which were used in the reduction of the M 79 LBL spectra. More detailed discussions
can be found in Altner (1988a, 1988b and 1989).
The IUE "spatial axis" is nearly parallel to the long axis of the large aperture and almost
perpendicular to the dispersion direction (hence, it is also called the cross-dispersion axis). The
instrumental response to a point source in the cross-dispersion direction for the short wavelength
spectrograph ranges between 4".6and 6".0(FWHM) under conditions ofoptimum focus (CBB). One
can therefore expect to resolvediscrete sources ifthey ___ ,-|o_ to_,th_r.r-byw_a,.,,--,;cm_;_-_-
a separation4e_ than 0.849 times the FWHM of the poin.t-s_read_ixnction(PSF). This
the Rayleigh criterion,w_fii,l,,,u_--,, _p:-.-at:._m'.:* "::Y:cY." ' ""
might_e fc,m-_d between two _ otequal intensity.However, as we shall show, by making certain
appropriate assumptions about the system itissometimes possible to resolvepoint sources separated
by distances smaller than the Rayleigh limit. The most convenient unit of measure for discussing
the spatialresolution properties of IUE data isthe "line",which represents the boundaries between
diagonal pixels in the LBL files(Turn.rose and Harvel 1980), or half diagonal pixels in the higher
resolution extended-LBL (ELBL) format adopted by the IUE Observatory as of October 1, 1985
(Mufioz Peiro 1985). Based on the 1".51/pixel plate scale derived by Panek (1982) for the SWP
camera, we _ that one line of an ELBL filespans 1.06 arcseconds.
The POLYSTAR program performs a simultaneous non-linear least-squares fitto the spatially
resolved data, assuming there are N point sources in the large aperture. ('_,km.,_."e_.P 0\LY_]_A,l_"
approach has bee_-.l_ed to"aeparate'-t_oin_'4i'ke and..extended sour_es_ e.g., see_lq.eidhert_et _zl. _k788,
b_in this w_ ork all spatial comp_onentsare considered i'6J_est_r_,or unresolved_lun_ps'\ '_of'_ztars.)
The choice of N is clearly an important initialstep, but it isnot always a simple one, since an
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improved fitcan always be obtained by including an additional component (at least in the sense
that the residuals always become smaller). Instrumental effects,such as poor focus or target drift
in the aperture, may mislead one into believing that additional weak sources are present. This
problem was discussed in some detailin Altner (1989), where iswas shown that the F-test for the
statisticalsignificanceofan extra component, combined with the requirement of "realistic"spectra,
provi_ sufficientcriteriafrom which one could chose a reasonable value of N. In Figure 2 we show
the POLYSTAR fitsto each spectrum, assuming four point sources in the aperture in each case,
based on these criteria.The slightlybroader profilesapparent in Figure 1 for SWP 28936 suggested
a possible fifthcomponent in this fieldof view, but the evidence for this was not compelling.
The cross-dispersion PSF in the large aperture of the SWP camera is best described as a
"skewed gaussian", i.e.,a gaussian with a long asymmetric wing on the side toward the small
aperture (Suijders 1980, CBB). Following CBB, we write the skewed gaussian function as
/3 for 2 (z - _)l'r > -1 (1)
where
and where
FWHM./3 (2)
": -- sinh/3
FWHM : 2_/2-_ 0. (3)
as i_,0e_ ' for the symmetrical gaussian. The function defined in Eq. 1 is zero outside the specified
limits. The parameter 13 measures the degree of asymmetry of the function. As/3 ---. 0 the function
reduces to the symmetrical gaussian.
A skewed-gaussian representation of the cross-dispersion profile thus requires four parameters
to be determined for each of the N components. We attempt to fit the data with the function
N
Y : _ Yj -- f(_l, 0.1, ¢1,_1, _2, 0"2, _22,_2,..., #N, 0"N, 1/:N,/3N) (4)
j=l
where #j is the location of the peak of the jth component, i.e., its "center",
0"j is the width of the jth component,
Cj is theamplitude,or peakvalueof the jth component, and
ftj is the dimensionless skew parameter of the jth component.
Since each of the fitting parameters is wavelength dependent, as discussed in Altner (1989),
independent fits are obtained in several wavelength bins. Based on these fits, a relative fraction
of the flux at each line is assigned to each component. These weighting factors are applied to all
the samples in that bin, hence wide bins would naturally translate into large uncertainties in the
resulting spectra. For the medium-good quality data we have obtained of M 79 we use bins 50 /_
wide. POLYSTAR is set up to handle variable bin widths, should the signal-to-noise characteristics
vary significantly across the spectrum (see, for example, Altner and Heap 1988).
The "best" fit, in the sense of the formal least-squares method, is that combination of parameters
which yields the minimum X 2. However, all of the parameters which describe the fitting function
need not be free parameters. In order to take advantage of our knowledge of the instrumental
properties which pertain to spatial resolution, or to incorporate spatial or spectral information we
might have about the target itself, we have installed several options in the POLYSTAR code which
allow control over the values of any one or more of the 4N parameters. In fact, in the present
application both the width, o,, and the skewness factor, B, are prescribed functions of wavelength
(based on results from CBB and Altner 1989, respectively), so the number of free parameters to
be fit in each bin is 2N. In addition, it is often useful to constrain the separation between a weak
source and a strong or relatively isolated component, to enforce consistency in each bin. In practice,
this is done by first allowing the centroids of all components to be determined in each bin. The
mean separation between a strong component and one or more others is then derived, after rejecting
obviously bad bins, and then is applied in a second pass over all bins. In this "fixed offset" option,
the formal X 2 of the fit is larger than for an unconstrained fit, but it is clearly superior to one
in which the relative separation between two or more components is allowed to differ significantly
from bin to bin. A similar approach was used to control the flux ratio, ¢2/¢1, in a few of the IUE
spectra used to identify SK-69 202 as the progenitor of SN 1987A (Sonneborn et al. 1987b).
Once the skewed gaussian profiles for each component are determined in a particular wavelength
bin they serve as "extraction slits" in the following sense. Each individual component profile is
described by a set of array elements gj_ (k - xl,..., z,), where zt and zr are the user specified
line numbers of the effective aperture, beyond which the the data is pure background noise--e.g.,
zt = 40 and zr = 70 for SWP 25303 from Figure 1). We then define,
N
such that,
ck = Z (5)
j=l
fjk = gjk/G_
is the relative weight of the jth component at line k.
(6)
The above normalization condition implies
by the derived relative weight:
Zr
k=zl
where dk is the gross spectrum at line k, and where b is the mean smoothed background array,
normalized to one line. For an unblended point source this reduces to the IUESIPS standard
extraction (if kt and k_ are properly chosen), since the weighting factor flk = 1 for all k. We use
vector notation in the above to denote quantities which are arrays along the dispersion direction.
As the data in each bin is analyzed, the net extracted spectrum for each component in that bin
is inserted into a storage array which holds the results of extractions in previous bins. After data
that,
N
Z -- 1 (7)
j=l
which is a statement of a kind of "conservation of flux" principle, in the sense that all of the flux
at line k is distributed among the N components (POLYSTAR does not filter the data).
f'-'%\' _ / / " • " in the summation step in
We employ the weights defined in Eq! ?? as multiplicative constants
order to derive the net extracted spectrum._In the standard IUESIPS extraction of a point-source
from the LBL (ELBL) file the data arrays are simply summed over 9 (18) lines. From this "gross"
spectrum an appropriate mean background array, scaled to the proper sllt width, is subtracted to
obtain the net spectrum. In the case of aperture-filling, multiple sources, however, we derive the
spectrum for component j by summing over the limits of the effective aperture, after multiplying
in the last bin has been processed and stored the complete spectrum can be retrieved for further
analysis, along with the appropriate epsilon array. Data pertaining to the fits in each bin are stored
in a separate file for later review, if necessarv. _:_ ,: \
We identify" three categories of uncertainty which may affect the final extracted spectra, namely
i) the quality and reliability of the data, ii) the fitting procedure itself, and iii) the validity of
assumptions incorporated into the procedure.
Factors affecting the reliability of the data, such as the effect of stray light from outside the
aperture and fight loss due to partial occultation by the aperture edges, are difficult to evaluate.
Schiffer (1982) has estimated that a source contributes an amount proportional to d -2"s, where d
is the distance of the source from the center of the aperture (40" >_ d > 5"). Carpenter el al.
(1987) have studied the effects of diffraction spikes due to the mirror support structure. They
concluded that significant extra flux is sometimes detected, depending upon the orientation of
the large aperture with respect to the contaminating source. These effects are expected to be
more important for extended sources than for point-like sources. The opposite problem of partial
occultation can result in significant underestimates of the flux (see Altner 1988b and § 4). Particle
hits both inside and outside the effective aperture region are treated by pre-filtering the data in the
dispersion direction. This helps to avoid incorrect estimates of the background level and component
weights. The use of wide bins to compensate for low signal-to-noise is an unavoidable source of
uncertainty, but is not a severe problem in t_ featureless continuum regions. Very broad bins
inevitably result in errors in the 'jk due to the curvature" _' _ "_'p%ro'_'_lem_A_tn_'_er 19_9_'but_t_e_am_u-_---'- - " "--
depends on the degree of separation between the components. Fortunately, this effect is easy to
spot (if it is severe) and one or more of the constraints discussed above can usually be applied to
a troublesome bin to correct the problem.
The second major source of uncertainty concerns the errors in the parameters reported by the
POLYSTAR routine. These errors are a measure of the'X_urvature of the X 2 hypersurface'_i_
f
_Bevington'_1969), being the diagonal elements of the error matrix. Bevington notes that
the parabolic extrapolation used to approximate the curvature of the X 2 hypersurface is somewhat
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sensitiveto the startingpoints usedin the searchprocedure.The approximationis valid only if
the startingpointsare close enough to the local minima that higher order terms in the expansion
become truly negligible. Our experience confirms this point; we have noted occasions where the
procedure did not converge within the (self-imposed) limit of ten iterations, whereupon a change
in the initial guesses resulted in convergence. In practice, we always estimate the peak centers
as closely as possible, using a cursor on a graphics terminal. Again, constraining the values of
certain parameters always reduces the errors of the remaining free parameters, and often solves the
convergence problem as well. This amounts to a confinement of the search algorithm to a restricted
portion of the X 2 hypersurface.
Lastly, let us consider several of the explicit assumptions in the procedure. For example,
although the skewness parameter is clearly an important element in the analytical description
of the instrumental PSF, it cannot realistically be left as a free parameter in the case of severely
blended multiple profiles. Yet, the error bars in Altner's (1988a) mean _ function are rather large.
Weak sources are most susceptible to large errors in the extracted spectrum if the adopted mean
skewness function is not truly representative, especially if they lie to the right (i.e., at larger line
number) of a strong source in the LBL data.
A related concern is the validity of the a(_) function adopted from CBB. As already noted,
both focus and telescope drift may broaden the PSF. Although several tests have shown that the
focus correction algorithm included in POLYSTAR is probably valid for a given value of the focus
STEP, we note that during a long exposure the STEP parameter can change and one unique value
may not apply. It is possible to account for target drift by scaling the CBB a function. Indeed,
the images in Figure 1 suggest that such a step might be appropriate in the case of one of the
M 79 spectra (SWP 28936). Instead, we have chosen to process all three spectra in a consistent
manner, using the CBB function, since scaling is somewhat arbitrary and can sometimes cause
more problems than it solves.
b) AFS
From the individual stellar spectra obtained using the methods described in the preceding
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section we wish to learn s_m..._th'.,.-'.gcf the phy__!c_A _*tat_eof __ho_=tar-=. " _ ern
the position of the stars in the log L, log Teff or logg, log Teff diagrams. Here we shall
show that it is possible to obtain realistic, consistent values for the effective temperature, radius,
luminosity, and surface gravity for the stars found within the aperture. The method we employ
relies on the accuracy of the IUE absolute flux calibration and the validity of a grid of model stellar
atmospheres. A well determined distance and reddening for each cluster is also required. The
extent to which possible errors in these quantities affect our results is also discussed.
The model atmospheres which we compare to the extracted stellar spectra are those of Kurucz
(1979 and unpublished). These models have been used before in a number of comparisons to
Population II spectra (Huenemoerder, de Boer, and Code 1984, hereafter HBC; Cacciari et al.
(1987); Nesci 1981). A thorough discussion of the shortcomings of the models when used in the
study of Population II stars is given by Kurucz (1987). The model fluxes are converted to values
found at the earth by multiplying by the factor r(R/d) 2 where R is the stellar radius and d is the
stellar distance.
In estimating Te_for these stars we use _,, , l ..... = (i-5_i) _,J.l,, ,_,-- ,,;,At,.,.,,,_.____.method,
a comparison of the shape of the relative energy distribution of the stellar spectrum and
the models. As d_e points out, his method is not sensitive for very hot stars steep
!
intensity drop near 1600 _in stars later than A2 makes the ultraviolet spectrum in this region a
very sensitive indicator of effective temperature. Indeed, we find that in the temperature range
8,000 K-11,000 K the comparisons are fairly sensitive to our "best fit" criteria (to be described
below), giving some confidence that the correct mode[ temperature was chosen. The problem of
temperature determination from the spectral slope is exacerbated by our necessary reliance on the
limited spectral range covered by IUE SWP camera. With the much longer "lever arm" available
by combining UBV colors with UV data it is fairly easy to distinguish a star with an effective
temperature of, say, 18,000 K from one of 20,000 K using this method. However, optical colors are
not available for the stars studied in this paper, hence the small change in the slope of the far UV
continuum at high temperatures remains the fundamental limitation to the method. The lack of
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LWP or LWR spectra isnot serious,since testsshow that in the vast majority of cases where both
SWP and LWR(P) spectra were available to us (i.e.,the IUE standard stars,fieldHB stars,and
individual clusterUV-bright stars)the atmospheric parameters derived using the combined spectra
were essentiallythe same as those found from the SWP spectra alone.
HBC showed from four-color photometry that log #was almost 0.5 dex smaller for the cooler
i
fieldHB stars,compared to main sequence starsof the same temperature. (_ix/bxp__i_n_.ecorff'tsms
t-Xl_k__h_t !he UV fluxesof the models are not gravity sensitive,especiallyfor the hotter stars.
Because of the logarithmic dependence of loggpn the stellarmass and the small range of masses
likelyfor stars on the horizontal branch, we were able to obtain credible estimates of the "actual"
surface gravity (calculated on the basis of an assumed mass and the derived stellarradius). This
provided a weak "self-consistency" criterionfor choosing the most representative Kurucz model,
in that we tended to favor those with log gnot too differentfrom the derived value, although this
was not always possible.
The analysis in this paper and of those in the seriesto follow deals with SWP spectra, which
isolates the hottest stars. In the temperature range 10,000 K-50,000 K only solar abundance
models were computed by Kurucz. The use o[the solar abundance models in a study of Population
II stars isjustifiedas follows. First, Cacciari el al. (1987) did not find good agreement between
their HB stars.and the Kurucz models, b_..their paper ismainly concerned with the cooler field
HB stars._f the 33 starsfor which they were able._.¢%_toderive.__'h_'1,effectivetemperatures, 20 were cooler
than 5,500 K and only 3 were hotter than 8,500 K. _he hottest star in their sample (I-ID85504,
Teff =10,000 K) was the only one of the 33 for which they actually did find a best fit(in the
least-squares sense) using a solar abundance model. Moreover, they report that the "error" in
Teffand log_one would get by using solar versus 1/100th solar abundances is only about 200 K
and 0.25 dex, respectively,for a star near 8,500 K. These errors are already considerably smaller
than the combined uncertainties associated with our methods, and are smaller yet in the hotter
stars. Second, HBC assumed, a priori,a value of log A = -1.0 for all 17 of their fieldHB stars
(6 of which were in common with the Cacciari et al. 1987 sample), based on earlierabundance
z_2
( I
-,._2 _-_
T(1 !,
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analyses for a few of the objects. However, one of the conclusions of their study was that the
metal poor models are too bright below 1600 J_, in complete agreement with our findings. HBC
also found that while the normalized field HB fluxes shortward of 1800 /_ were larger than those
of Population I stars of approximately the same temperature (an effect presumably due to the
lower metals in the Population II atmosphere), this effect decreased significantly as they compared
hotter stars of both populations. For TeI_>_ 10,000 K this difference in the continuum shape is no
longer noticeable. The clear separation between the Population I and Population II stars in their
ClS-19 versus (b-y) diagram is widest for the cool stars and disappears at Teff_> 10,000 K. It is
noteworthy that four of the hotter stars in the HBC sample (ranging in Teff between 8,800 K and
15,300 K) were shown by Greenstein and Sargent (1974) to have an unusually strong Mg II 4481
line, reminiscent of Population I stars. Thus, it may be that these and other stars at the blue
end of the HB are in a more advanced stage of evolution and that nuclear-processed material has
been transported to the surface layers. Michaud, Vauclair, and VanclMr (1983) have shown that
radiative diffusion, expected to be most important in the hotter HB stars, could be responsible for
large overabundances of heavy element s, an effect apparently seen by Kodaira and Philip (1981) for
blue HB stars in M4 and NGC 6397 and by Glaspey et al. (1989) and Crocker, Rood, and O'connell _-
(1986) for blue HB stars in NGC 6752. This tendency of stars at the hotter end of the HB to
be spectroscopically and photometrically indistinguishable from younger stars might also explain
Tobin's (1987) observation of a number of apparently normal B stars at high galactic latitude.
By comparing the models to the absolutely calibrated, dereddened spectra extracted from the
LBL data (and rebinned to the coarser resolution of the models) we can determine the radius of
the star (Gray 1976, and references therein). Conservation of energy, in the absence of reddening,
requires that
4_rd_F(A) = 4_-R20r f(A) (9)
for which we can write
1
n(a) = 4.43 x 10 d (10)
where, d is the distance to the star in parsecs, F(A) is the observed flux and f()_) is the model flux
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at wavelength )_, and the stellar radius, R, is measured in units of solar radii. Of course, the idea is
to obtain a result where R ()_) is the same at all points in the spectrum, since we expect any given
star to have a unique and well determined photospheric size, independent of wavelength, over this
small a wavelength interval. (It is possible to use the dispersion in the derived radius, as well as
an "eyeball" comparison of the slope of the UV continuum of a model spectrum with that of the
actual data, to assess which of several model atmospheres in a grid of models gives the best match.)
In this way estimates of the stellar radius and effective temperature are obtained. Following this,
the bolometric luminosity is found from the relation
L T R
log =4log + 2log--no (11)
The approximate surface gravity is likewise easily obtained,
-- -- Rlog g = log rn 2 log + 4.438 (12)
ms
where m is the mass of the star. Log g is fairly insensitive to the value of the mass adopted; a
reasonable value for stars of the type we are considering is m/rn® = 0.55 + 0.15 (Sweigart, Mengel,
and Demarque 1974; hereafter SMD). The uncertainty in log g associated with this range of masses
is less than 0.15 dex, quite small when compared to the model grid spacing or other errors.
From the above we see that it is straightforward, at least in principle, to derive the stellar
atmospheric parameters from the IUE spectra. In practice, several operations must be performed
on the input spectra prior to comparing them to the model atmospheres. These operations include
absolute calibration, correction for interstellar reddening, trimming to avoid spurious data at the
extremities of the SWP camera's wavelength range, removing obviously bad data points, and, finally,
binning the data to the coarser wavelength resolution of the models so that a 1:1 correspondence
is established between points along the IUE and model spectra. The first two operations are
typically done immediately following the POLYSTAR spatial decomposition; data files containing
the absolutely calibrated, dereddened spectra are saved to disk. The _ later retrieves a given
spectrum and decides which combination of trimming, weighting and smoothing is most appropriate
to that spectrum. The binning operation is accomplished automatically within the APS routine
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each time it is run. Pixels assigned zero weight are not used in the calculation of the bin means. In
very noisy spectra this will sometimes result in a bin or bins containing nothing but zero-weighted
points, in which case that portion of the spectrum is excluded from further consideration.
A radius is then calculated at each point in the spectrum, according to Eq. _, using the
chosen model and the processed input spectrum. Acceptance or rejection of a particular model
as the best match to the input spectrum is thereafter based on several criteria, as mentioned
above. An alternate, more statistically rigorous approach has been used by Cacciari et al. (1987).
Not satisfied with the coarse Kurucz model grid spacing in Teffand log g , they found least-
squares fits by interpolating between existing models, as described in Malagnini and Morossi (1983).
We considered doing something similar early in this work but rejected the idea because such an
approach seemed unwarranted, given the combined uncertainties in the IUE data, the POLYSTAR
decompositions, and the distance and reddening estimates. Also, least-squares fitting to the models
may introduce additional uncertainties and/or numerical errors. Lastly, the models themselves may
not be adequate, hence interpolating between them is of questionable value.
4. Results
Severallinesof evidencesuggestthat the same objectsappear in the largeaperture in each of
the three SWP spectraof M 79. First,as discussedin Appendix A, the center-of-lightpointing
in each case yieldsvirtuallythe same rightascensionand declinationcoordinates. Second, the
distributionoflightwithinthe aperture,as shown inthe LBL data of Figure 1,isalsovery similar.
(Note thatthe patternappears "flipped"inthe middle spectrum, SWP 28936,relativeto the other
two. This isa consequence of itspositionangle,which differsfrom the othersby approximately
180°.) Lastly,as we shallshow below, the spectraof each of the components extractedvia the
POLYSTAR procedure agree very closelyin allthree images.
We show in Figure 2 the POLYSTAR fitsto the three line-by-lineimages, summed over the
wavelength interval1650-1700 ,_.Fitsin thisand other 50 /_-widebins were used to determine
mean component separationsineach image, which were then appliedin a secondpassover the data,
v"
asdescribedin§ 3a. In each casethe data were fitassuming thatfourcomponents contibutedtothe
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Component # a u ¢ ¢r¢
SWP 25303
1 45.76 0.05 4.36E+04 7.74E+02
2 52.53 0.19 1.95E+04 1.25E+03
3 57.16 0.06 8.31E+04 1.24E+03
4 61.57 0.09 3.99E+04 1.24E+03
SWP 28936
1 46.43 0.10 4.31E+04 1.49E+03
2 50.76 0.07 8.62E+04 1.43E+03
3 55.35 0.13 3.86E+04 1.35E+03
4 60.66 0.07 4.52E+04 1.04E+03
SWP 33152
1 42.03 0.07 4.64E+04 1.11E+03
2 49.59 0.20 3.72E+04 3.06E+03
3 53.20 0.10 1.06E+05 2.53E+03
4 57.27 0.10 6.11E+04 2.34E+03
Table 2: POLYSTAR fits for the three SWP images of M 79 (1650-1700 /_). For each component
we list the fitted centroid position (#) with its 1_, error, and the peak value (¢) with its 1_, error.
In all cases the gaussian width (or) was 2.02 lines, interpolated from the CBB function for this
interval, and the skewness (_) was 0.21, interpolated from Altner's (1988a) function.
overall profile (shown by open circles). The individual component gaussians are shown as dotted
lines and their sum by a thin, soLid line. Residuals are shown by fiUed squares.
The parameters of the fits shown in Figure 2 are listed in Table 2, where the centroid positions
and their lv, uncertainties are in units of "line number", and the amplitudes and their lo" uncer-
tainties are in FN units. For convenience of notation we number the components left to right, with
increasing line number. When we refer to these objects as 'stars", however, we reverse the num-
bering in the case of SWP 28936, to account for its nearly 180°position angle relative to the other
two images. Hence, by Star 1 we mean the object contributing to Component 1 of SWP 25303
(or $25303C1), Component 4 of SWP 28936 ($28936C4), and/or Component 1 of SWP .33152
($33152C1). Likewise, Star 3, the brightest object in the M 79 spectra, is $25303C3, $28936C2,
and/or $33152C3. Mean separations used in the fixed-offset pass were applied relative to Star 1,
dearly the most spatially distinct object in all three images.
The component separations derived from the various images are, of course, only projections of
the stars' true positions along the IUE cross-dispersion axis. However, as pointed out by Altner
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(1988b), with two or more observations at of the same field of view, obtained at different spacecraft
roll angles, it is possible to derive true "two dimensional" sky positions of the stars in the field.
Given the 2ri_.[_llfference in position angle between SWP 25303 and SWP 33152 and the derived
mean component separations, we have employed this method to ascertain the relative coordiantes
of the four stars on the sky, as shown in Figure 3. In this figure north is up, east is to the left, the
stars are labeled by number as discussed above, and we have superimposed representations of the
IUE large aperture, correct in scale and orientation but subject to slight (--- 2") uncertainties in
centering (solid line for SWP 25303, dotted line for SWP 33152). The symbol sizes are meant to
convey qualitative brightness differences. This figure reveals that both Star 1 and Star 4 are very
close to an edge of the aperture in SWP 33152 whereas they fit "comfortably" within the aperture
for SWP 25303. Indeed, as discussed below, both of these stars show slightly reduced flux levels
in the later image, and partial obscuration may very well be the explanation (Altner 1988b shows
how this effect could also have caused apparent variability among stars in the core of M15). A
somewhat elongated "blob" of light is apparent in the far-UV image of the core of M 79 obtained
with the UIT by Hill et al. (1991), of a scale and orientation consistent with the spatial distribution
suggested by Figure 3, but this equivalence must be regarded as tentative until the UIT images are
completely reduced (Hill, private communication).
_,,,"_ In principle, a similar two-dimensional map could be generated using the orientations and
separations of, say, SW_5303 a_WP 289_Howe_xthe spati_ofile_r the k_wo images
in Figure 2 show th_xStar ]N_xsignifi_N_ly closeb_ the othe_xthree obje_in S_P _9_ than in
the pattern) _d posslbl_cou_.for.. We_ sear_ at len_hxfor a vi_e et ianati_ for
t his \()_xxer vation (_'_xh, in_rovid_xhe mot N_o: :: _.t ain a t %°bser va_ _tk_his fi_ )
but no re)_answer h_Nmerge .__t theN(_al flux _in the_o apert_ is the'_ ?e _ovide_
an important'_nstraint, s'_iggesting_h'at the sa_;[m stars _¢_e obser_in bot_ cases. _fter much \
::iur:::__e _r:s_r_n t fiOnCed to_donclude e_r thatNN_tar _s intrinsic_vally,,Cqjlingin the g p be_ :ble£t:_°:;:
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"clump" of threeobjects centered on Star 3, or c) that Star 1 is really outside the aperture in these
images, tJ_ereby allowing a small relative rotatio_to have a big ef_ct. :_t,_other possibility is based
on recen_\_ed p_-fligl_,t photog_pns, xof _nex, v arge apert es (S "P and LWP amer s;
M. P_, c:m_unpri_, ation)NThese'_ahot_hs sho tha the s f the
smo_th_tratl_ ja_4_etl_s_so_t helig]a_t?att ringcl_racte "st solon en reno ecessarily
"x , xk Osimil t_o_'_: ___d __1 _i_ 2_:t_g r _s_st_il ° fequiv____ar t he
e_). Non_f t_,e e_l:natio_a_e p_ticul:rb]_ ap_ealin:Xhkoweve_s_we le_ _he question in
anan.._stale._sh_he_en state ,We sh he eforthrthixi oreth_siti_al_itl_ positi al "screpaep_cy,in_cy,in he face of strong, spectrM
evidenc_that the N_mponents are indeed the same star, but it is with considerable reluctaalce that
we do so.
From the POLYSTAR fits to the profiles we extract the individual stellar spectra, as decribed
in the previous section. In Figure 4 we display these spectra for each star, from each of the three
images ('+', '.', and '<_' for SWP 25303, 28936, and 33152, respectively). Because we are more
interested in the overall shape of the continuum than in narrow spectral features, we have averaged
the data in 50 /t_-wide bins. The individual stellar spectra from each image are clearly similar,
although there are minor differences. The biggest difference is the redu_.
___._I which, as suggested by the results of Figure 3, may be due to Star 1__"1'_,_, _l,_,,_ ¢_-_---'_ -
_._,'_j _{he aperture in this image. The other slightdifferencesmay be attributed to one or both of the
following situations. First,slightbroadening of the PSF compared to the CBB funtion used in the
POLYSTAR fits,(due to drift of the target in the aperture during the long exposure) would be
the major contributor to errors in the weighting factors assigned to each component. This would
shift flux belonging to one component to be assigned to another _'t_. _,Pe_'Xtco_4J_k._ In
support of this possibility, we note that the the sum of the individual spectra is the same in both
SWP 25303 and SWP 28936, and in SWP 33152 as well (if the flux for Star 1 is increased by about
40%, bringing it up to the level found in the first two images). Second, contributions from a large
clump of cool giant stars may cause a slightexcess in a spectrum at long wavelengths (A > 1650._),
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DERIVEDPARAMETERSFORTHEM 79CORECOMPONENTS
SWP Star Teg R/R o aR log L/L® log g V B-V Nit B
25303 1 12.0 2.6 10.5
2 10.0 3.4 15.5
3 12.0 3.6 6.6
4 11.0 3.3 6.9
28936 1 12.0 2.6 5.3
10.0 3.8 8.5
3 12.0 3.4 4.8
4 ll.0 3.6 7.8
33152 1 TBD
2 TBD
3 TBD
4 TBD
Co-added 1 TBD
2 TBD
3 TBD
4 TBD
30951 L656 11.0 3.2 2.13
10170 II-48 12.0 3.4 2.32
2.12 3.3 15.7 -0.06 3-4
2.02 3.1 15.5 -0.02 2-3
2.39 3.1 15.0 -0.06 5-8
2.17 3.1 15.4 -0.06 3-4
2.10 3.3 15,7 -0.06 2-4
2.12 3.0 15.3 -0.03 2-4
2.33 3.1 15.2 -0.06 4-7
2.22 3.1 15.2 -0.06 3-5
3.1 13.9 -0.22
3.1 13.9 -0.17
Table 3: Results derived by comparing the Kurucz (1979) models to the spatially resolved components in each IUE
image. Column 3) effective temperature (in units of thousands of degrees K); column 4) stellar rsdius; column 5) un-
certainty in the radius(%); column 6) logarithmic luminosity; column 7) log surface gravity; column 8) optical mag-
nitude and column 9) color (both of which are deduced from the models, not from observation); column 10) number
of single HB stars needed to account for the derived luminosity (see next section.
a contaminant which might be position angle dependent. Despite these small differences,we shall
henceforth allow an exposure-time-weighted mean of the three observations to represent the final
spectrum of each of the four stars.
5. Discussion
Throughout the analysis described above we have explicitlyassumed that the four peaks ob-
served in the cross-dispersion profilesrepresent those of single stars. Additional sources which
might contribute non-negligible flux to the observed signal come in two flavors: those spatially
distinct from the four we have identified,and those so close to one or more of the four that they
are unresolvable with the IUE. As described in Altner (1989), the F-test provides an unbiased
estimate of the likelihood that additional stars of the firstkind are present. Applied to the M 79
profiles,the F-test rejected a fifthcomponent in SWP 25303 and SWP 33152 and was inconclusive
in SWP 28936, so we forged ahead using N = 4 in the POLYSTAR procedure. Any other stars
which may have actually been present were ignored, and the fluxes assigned to the four stars are
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therefore upper limits. Contributions of the second kind are more insidious, since a dense clump
of several stars may masquerade as one source, resulting in a large error in the derived luminosity
of the presumed single star. This uncertainty is especially severe in clusters whose core radius
subtends a small angle, i.e.,the most distant or the most compact globulars.
One way that we have approached the issue of single stars vs small clumps of stars isto derive
realisticestimates of how many stars should have been included within the area of the IUE large
aperture, based on the cluster'sproperties, and compare that with how many sources were actually
observed. We employ the luminosity of one blue HB star as a convenient unit of brightness. To
estimate how many HB starsare expected to fallwithin the aperture we use King's (1962) empirical
scaling law for the brightness profileof the nuclear region of a globular cluster,i.e.,
= fo/(1+ (13)
where Re isthe core radius and fo isthe central surface brightness. Expressing Re in arcseconds and
fo in magnitudes per square arcsecond, we define a "luminosity density" profile(solarluminosities
per square arcsecond) as
t(r) = 1o/(1+ (14)
where lo = 100 AM/s and AM = 4.83 + 5 log d - 5 + A_ - fo. Under the assumption that the center
of the large aperture and the peak in the King (1962) model coincide, and that the King model is a
valid description of the nuclear region _, integrating the luminosity profile over the
dimensions of the IUE aperture gives the number of solar-type stars expected. Dividing this result
by 500 yields the estimated number of red giants within the aperture, since the typical luminosity
of a red giant is ",_ 500 L o (Buonanno et al. 1981). Finally, if it is true that the number of HB
stars in a typical cluster is 0.8-1.0 times the number of red giants (Iben 1972), this then gives us
the approximate number of HB stars within the aperture, predicted from cluster properties and
the King model, which we will call NKing.
For M 79, with Re = 10.5 arcseconds, fo - 16.27 visual magnitudes per square arcsecond,
d = 13.0 kpc and E(B-V)=0.01 (Webbink 1985) we find that NKing = 14. This is probably an upper
limit, since the core radius of M 79 was determined from optical concentric aperture photometry,
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while the UV spatial distribution (which is really what concerns us here) is likely to be much
more sharply peaked, as found by Dupree et al. 1979 in other clusters. Another reason to treat
NKins as an upper limit in this case is that Djorgovski and King (1986) found M 79, among others,
to have a "possibly collapsed" core, as indicated by a slight central brightness excess, or "cusp".
Although the King model is not strictly valid in cusp clusters, it should nevertheless provide a
useful order-of-magnitude estimate for the expected number of stars, given the small central excess
in M 79.
As a measure of the number of HB-equivalent stars actually observed we take
NAL = Lob,/LHB (15)
where LH8 is the theoretical HB luminosity at the same effective temperature as the UV source,
and Lob, is the luminosity derived from fits to the Kurucz models, described in the previous section,
for each star (see Table 3). Unfortunately, this method requires that the HB be strictly horizontal,
while Sweigart (1987) has shown that the slope of the HB depends upon the intitial core helium
abundance and the time elapsed since the bluest stars reached the ZAHB. We bracket the available
range by using Sweigart's ZAHB model with Y=0.20 and Z=0.0001 as an upper limit to NaL, and
his evolved sequence with Y=0.30 and Z=0.0001 as a lower limit to Naz,. Finally, we define Ntotai
as the sum, over allresolved sources in the aperture, of the calculated NAL for each source. Ntotal
is therefore equivalent to the total number of HB stars observed within the aperture. For M 79,
Ntot_l=11-20 HB stars,for Sweigart's evolved and ZAHB models, respectively.
Both methods, one based on cluster properties and the other on observed flux, suggest that
there should be about a dozen HB stars contained within the large aperture at the central core
of M 79. Although this number is small (among the 20 clusters studied by Altner 1988a, NKing
ranged between i and 144), itisstilla factor of three larger than the number of spatially distinct
"compoSers" used in the POLYSTAR fits.In other words, each of four stars listed in Table 3
woulxd have to actually be a tight clump of about 2-4 stars,ifwe consider them to be HB stars.
Lz:t_,_d, _,= c_,n;ide,f_t much more likely that each is a single star approximately 2-4 times more
luminous than HBan star. A_ nljtllnpcl hphol,,,,_, this means that these stars are probably in a post-HB
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stage of evolution.
With the possible exception of the blue stragglers,allhot stars in globular clusters are thought
to have passed through a phase in which they evolve away from the main sequence after exhaustion
of hydrogen in the core, and subsequently climb the red giant branch during H-shell burning. The
onset of He-core burning, with significant and rapid mass loss from the cool outer envelope, then
transforms_,a red giant into an HB star. The residual envelope mass anal me tall]city are the most
important paxameters in_ determining the color of the newborn (zero-age) I'rB star (ZAHB)_ with the
blue ones having the smallest and most metal-poor e_velopes. Model'_calculation_beyond the zero-
'\
age HB'{e.g., see SMD) suggest that the hottest HB stars eventually e_olve throu_,h the sub<iwarf
channel and become white dw_fs, while the cooler, inkermediate-mass HB stars"_have sufficient
envelope mass to sustain both H-sheU and He-shell burning as they evolve redward toward the
asymptotic giant branch (AGB, also known as the "second giant branch"). We shall follow the
nomenclature of SMD in calling these "supra-HB" stars.
The highest mass HB stars (M -_ 0.65hlr®), which are found.at the red end of the ZAHB,
never cross through the supra-HB region, but rather evolve directly_I\ward along the A?B (Zinn
So,whereasZA Bs arsof lowm,ss,uchas 0.51M \modelofSMD,populate
the supra, HB but never qaite reach the AGB, higher mass starsxsuch as_heir 0.6M® mode, can
only populate the pos_-AGB sequences. Intermediatemasses willpa_s throu the supra-HB re_ion
\
before climbing.the AGB. Signifh:antmass lossoccurs as these star ev01ve...,toward higher luminosity
along the AGB (l_enzinii_Ia, Sch6nberner 198_). Stars in this stage 0'f_evoluti_nare stilldouble-
shell sources, with 'the hydrogen burning shell providing ul)wards of 90% of th_ luminosity. A
number of thermal pulses may occur, in which produc_s of He-_shellburning _re dre_lged up to the
i I' _ surface layers, ands final_ulse, perhaps accompanied byj!evere m_s.loss in as erwin_d ( Renzlnl_er
1981b), terminates the AGD phase. Post-AGI_,stars then begin a_quiescent, bl_eward _lution
at constant luminosity (Paczyrrski 1970). Schgnbe_ner (1983) has mod_,ed the transition of AGB
stars into.hot reix_nants, namely the central stars of planetary nebulae (CPN).
The post-HB fate'_ff a star thus depends cr_'_lly on its'm_ss. The s_:_ stars, co'_j_ting .
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a sequence about 1-2 magnitudes' above the HB, are directly linked to the low- and intermediate-
mass, blue end of the HB. Their spectra are very similar to that of HB stars. The larger mass
HB stars, however, eventually become high-luminoslty post-AGB stars, survivors of turbulent and
sometimes explosive helium shell flashes, rapid and ratable mass loss, and possible convective
mixing, leading to chemical abundance, anomalies in some cases (Ging,old 1974). Hot s-upra-HB
and post-AGB stars found in globular clusters are often collectively called "UV-bright" stars (Zinn
1974).
Many of the known UV-bright stars were first reported as a distinct class of objects by Zinn,
Newell, and Gibson (1972; ZNG). They were discovered (well outside the cluster cores) by a tech-
nique of bunking U and V plates. A comprehensive listing of globular cluster UV-bright stars is
included in Harris, Nemec, and Hesser (1983). A few of these stars are O-type subdwarfs and one is
the central star of a planetary nebula (K648 in M15). These stars are bright enough to significantly
affect the integrated light of a stellar population, if they occur in sufficient numbers, a point stressed
by Renzini and others in a number of papers (e.g., see Renzinl 1981b and Greggio and Renzini
1990). But the rapid evolutionary timescale for these stars makes them quite rare--there are only
46 confirmed UV-bright stars in 36 galactic globular clusters (de Boer 1985). Determining the true
frequency of occurrence of these stars, by finding additional candidates hidden in the crowded cores,
was one of the major goals of the IUE globular cluster program. By matching both the spectral
distributions and luminosities to known supra-HB stars we shall now show that several of the M 79
core sources are newly-discovered supra-HB stBst_ __ _-f-_ _" k "_
In Figure 5 we compare th,__'a p f_Star - _'_d Star_-'_tracted.from the spatially
resolved profiles of the three M 79 IUE images (th_ _ines ,)_with stars in Ml:3 (dotted lines)
and the respective Kurucz (1979) models which best fit the stellar continua (heavy solid lines).
In both panels the fluxes of the M13 stars were scaled only by the square of the cluster distance
ratio, so it is clear that the M13 and the M 19 stars are similar in luminosity as well as in spectral
type. The two M13 stars were identified as UV-bright stars in the ZNG survey. L656 (also known
as ZNG-6) was first discussed by Ludendorff (1905) and II-48 (ZNG-2) is among the stars in the
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catalog of Arp (1955). Both are confirmed cluster members and were classified as Group I by ZNG
(bluer than the Cepheid instability strip). L656 lies approxiamtely 1 arcmin from the cluster center
while II-48 is 2 arcmin out, so both are beyond the 50" core radius (Webbink 1985) in uncrowded
regions. Properties derived for these two stars, using methods described earlier, are included in
Table 3 for ease of comparison with the M 79 stars.
The very close agreement in both temperature and luminosity (and hence in radius and log g as
well) between the M 79 core stars and the M13 stars is yet another argument in favor of interpreting
at least these two M 79 sources as individual stars. Taken at face value, these resultssuggest that
the core of M 79 contains at least two, and perhaps four new examples of the supra-HB class of
UV-bright stars. While not nearly as rare as post-AGB stars (with lifetimesas short a_10-S_years
these stars are extremely rare),hot supra-HB stars are rare enough that finding four new examples
within the core may be significant.Among the 100 stars detected in the UIT near- and far-UV
images of M 79 (at distances greater than 40" from the center) about a dozen axe a magnitude or
so brighter than the HB and so might be considered as supra-HB stars (Hill et al. 1991). However,
allof these are cool, with B-V_/. 9.1; they found no hot post-HB stars. Neither did Cordoni and
Auriere (1983), who compiled a CMD based on B and V magnitudes of 116 stars in a 1_× I_ field
at the center of M 79. (Although they did detect six stars with B-V i0.,allappear to be HB stars.
However, overcrowding may have prevented them from finding the stars we have detected with IUE
within 20" of the center.)
........ j ...... ,. ..... _._ finding more examples of _ phenomenon inside a cluster core than
outside of it is to invoke the crowded conditions that exist there to suggest that collisions or tidal
captures have occurred. In this case, it is certainly possible that one or more of the stars may be
binary in nature, but, as we have seen at least in the case of Star 3, two stars is not enough to
explain the luminosity. Perhaps some other property of the core region gives rise to an environment
more favorable to the existence of a larger number of post-HB stars inside than outside the core.
A mass segregation mechanism which concentrates the more massive stars toward the core, i.e.,
by gravitational "settling" would indeed have this effect since, as we have seen above, it is only
](
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the intermediate-and high-massHB stars which are able to evolve into supra-HB and post-AGB
stars, leading one to naturally expect a larger number of stars in advanced stages of evolution to
be found in the core.
Another segregation mechanism which would have the same effect was suggested by Buonanno
et al. (1986) to explain an apparent an asymmetry in the radial distribution of the sdB stars in
NGC 6752. From statistically complete photographic photometry of more than 5000 stars observed
within in an inner annulus (1(5-4(5) and an outer annulus (4(5-10') they found that the spatial
distribution of the bright (V< 15.5) HB stars generally showed a pattern of declining number
with increasing distance from the center, similar to that of other cluster members (such as the
sub-giants). On the other hand, the distribution of the fainter HB stars (V> 15.5) was flatter (no
decline) an effect also observed in M15. (Our IUE observations of 9 spectra at or just outside the
central core in NGC 6752, described in Paper II, resulted in non-detection of the faint but hot
sdB stars, consistent with this trend.) As a working hypothesis, Buonanno et al. (1986) suggested
that this effect arose due to a "spin-orbit" coupling which may originate during the early phases of
star formation in dense clusters. Thus, proto-stars which were originally concentrated toward the
center are ejected with increased rotation rates, which leads eventually to an increased core mass.
This later results in an increased He-flash luminosity, and subsequently larger mass loss from the
outer envelope. Once distributed in this fashion the sdB stars would be more prone to escape the
cluster entirely as it made its periodic passages through the galactic plane, explaining the much
greater number of sdB stars found in the halo population relative to the globular clusters. That
NGC 6752 isbelieved to be a clusterin the post-core-collapse state strengthens the likelihood of this
interpretation (Djorgovski anAK_1986) of the spatialdistribution of sdB stars in this cluster.
\ ,\, \
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Appnedix A: Post-Observation Determination of Target Coordinates
Observers using the IUE to obtain spectra of extended objects frequently supply the telescope
operator with a target position that is sufficient to put the object within the field of view of the
Fine Error Sensor (FES), and then interactively determine the "center of light" position by placing
a cursor on the brightest FES pixel. The coordinates on the observing script,which eventually end
up in the IUE image database, are therefore not very useful for determining precisely where the
telescope was pointed during the observation. However, it is possible to reconstruct the precise
pointing of the spacecraft, based on records of maneuvers that were executed at the time of the
observation. In this Appendix we shalldescribe how thisisdone and shall demonstrate the process
with the example of SWP 25303, our firstspectrum of the core of M 79.
We wish to determine the actual equatorial coordinates of the observed stars. The maneuvers
which take the satellitefrom an offsetstar to the target provide a relativeposition; from the known
position of the offsetstar we can then obtain the true absolute position of the target. (A detailed
discussion of the characteristicsand operation of the FES camera can be found in Sonneborn et al.
1987a.) Here we need only emphasize that acquisition of bright but extended targets is usually
accomplished by firstselecting a star brighter than 12th magnitude with well known coordinates
and proper motion as an "offsetstar". The satelliteis slewed to the position of this star, which
isthen identifiedon the I0(8 square FES image display. Using the target coordinates provided by
the guest observer, a small offsetmaneuver is executed in order to bring the target into the FES
fieldof view. If the target is bright enough (brighter than 14'_.0)and reasonably compact, it is
then placed at the FES reference point and a standard slew isperformed to center itin the proper
aperture. The resolution of the FES in this '_prime mode" is nominally 0".25, for targets falling
at the center of its field.(The FES raster grid is known to be affecfed by geometric distortions.
Targets fallingnear the edge of the FES fieldare subject to positional uncertainties as large as 3".)
It is currently standard policy of the IUE Observatory that a record of every spacecraft slew
is automatically scrolled to a line printer at the telescope operations center, and this information
is later copied to microfiche. The position of the offset star is recorded in this "event list"in
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units of arcseconds along the pitch (P) and yaw (11")axes (see Figure 7). We transform these to
FES coordinates (z, y), relative to the reference point, as follows (A. Holm, C.L. Imhoff, private
communication):
i17703280)( ) ,i0,y -3.364 -1.812 Y
The separation between the offsetstar and the reference point in units of arcseconds isgiven by
A_ = -czsin0 -%cos0 Ay
where 9 isthe angle between the negative Y axis and the north directionand c= =0.2680, cu =0.2617
are the scalefactors,in arcseconds per FES pixel,along the z and y axes, respectively.I Here Az = z
and Ay = y since the position of the offsetstar is already specified relative to the FES reference
point.
The absolute FES coordinates of the target are also recorded in the event listand we again use
Eq. 17 to transform these into a relative separation with respect to the reference point. The total
separation between the offsetstar and the target isthen the vector sum of the relative separations.
Combining this with the equatorial coordinates of the offsetstar yields the true coordinates of the
target. Note that in converting the relative coordinate separations into an absolute target position
we must firsttake into account the "scale factor" between units of time and units of arc. That is,
at a declination _ we have,
/_k Ol I I
As' - 15 cos 6 (18)
where the superscripts refer to seconds and arcseconds, respectively.
As an example, consider the case of SWP 25303. The coordinates given to the telescope operator
at the time of observation were a = 5h22 '_, _ = -24034 ' (Sawyer-Hogg, 1974). We used the 8'_.8
star SAO 170395 as the offsetstar. With coordinates of a = 5h22m13°.018, _ = --24°44'0".85 (after
correction for proper motion) SAO 170395 was a reasonable choice for an offsetstar, being only
about ten arcminutes from the cluster(see Sonneborn et al.1987a fora discussion of the correlation
of large maneuver errors with large slew distances). The rollangle at the time of observation was
XThe actual FES coordinate system is slightly distorted from this idealiled description. Errors of 1-3" are asso-
ciated with these geometric effects, which become more pronounced at large distances from the origin.
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105 ° 3'. The event log informs us that SAO 170395 needed a +50".11 maneuver along the pitch
axis and -355".9 along the yaw axis in order to be brought to the reference point, while the (z, y)
coordinates of the interactively determined center of light were (-544,664). Thus, from Eqs. 16
and 17 we find that SAO 170395 was 140".9 east and 330'(7 south of the reference point, while the
center of light was determined to be 68".8 east and 259".6 north (see Figure 7). Combining these
we see that our target position was 72'(1 west and 590'(3 north of SAO 170395. After applying
Eq. 18 to these figures we obtain a final position of a = 5h22'_TS.73, _ = -24°34'10".55. The
uncertainty in this position is estimated to be :t=2" in both right ascension and declination. These
coordinates for the center of light of M 79 are quite close to those given by Webbink (1985), i.e.,
a = 5h22"_8 m, _ = -24°34'12 ''. Our second "center-of-fight" observation of this cluster almost
eighteen months later (SWP 28936) yielded a position of a = 5h22"_7".62, $ = -24°34'10".30,
while the position for SWP 33152 was determined to be a = 5h22'_7'.44, 6 = -24°34_10".00, both
in excellent agreement with that of SWP 25303. This agreement, of course, is the result of M 79
having a well defined center of light, and it is vital to our contention that the four stars observed
in both of these images are the same.
Unfortunately, calculations such as the one described here for M 79 are not possible for all of
the center-of-light images of globular clusters obtained with the IUE, since they depend on the
availability of records of the spacecraft maneuvers. This information was only sporadically kept in
the early days of the project, so there remains a degree of uncertainty in the me_ of "center
of light" in a number of cases. Of course, this problem is not confined to globular cluster research,
but is common to all extended source images for which exact coordinates were not specified by
the guest observer. Those individuals responsible for preparing the final IUE data archive are duly
concerned about the limitations that this places on the value of these images to researchers in the
years ahead.
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FIGURECAPTIONS
Figure 1. Pseudo-color montage of the three SWP line-by-line iamges, showing similar
multiple-source flux distribution in each field of view. The intensities have been scaled to maximize
the contrast in flux interval from just above the noise to the level at 1350 /IL. The correction for
camera sensitivity has not yet been applied. Note the "reversed" orientation of SWP 28936 with
respect to the other two. The bright ovals centered at 1216/_ show the shape and size of the large
aperture, illuminated by the glow of geocoronal Ly-a emission.
Figure 2. POLYSTAR fits in the interval 1650-1700 ]k for the three IUE spectra of M 79
shown in Figure 1. In all three panels the open circles represent the data after removal of the
background, the solid line represents the overall fit to the data (i.e., the sum of the individual
skewed gaussians (shown as dotted lines for each component), and the filled squares represent the
residuals (data - fit).
Figure 3. "Star map" generated by combining the derived gaussian centroid positions of the
four sources in both SWP 25303 and SWP 33152, using the method described in Altner (1989).
The SWP large aperture for each image is shown at the proper scale and orientation (solid llne for
SWP 25303 and dotted line for SWP 33152), subject to uncertainties of about 2" in the absolute
position of the center. Note that stars numbered 1 and 4, which are comfortably within the aperture
for SWP 25303, are very close to the edge in the latter observation. From this evidence, and the
observed decrease in flux for Star 1 in SWP 33152 relative to SWP 25303 (see Figure 4), it seems
likely that Star 1 was partially outside the large aperture in the latter image.
Figure 4. Binned spectrafor each component (star)derivedfrom the three SWP spectra
('+','.',and 'O' for SWP 25303, 28936, and 33152, respectively).With minor exceptions,the
agreement isexcellentand suggests,along with the spatialinformationderivedfrom the line-by-
linedata,that the same foursourceswere observed in each image. The anomalously low fluxfor
Star 1 in SWP33152 is probably due to itsextreme proximity to the edge of the aperture (see
Figure3). A bin width of 50/k was used inallcases.
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Figure 5. Comparison of extractedspectrain the core of M 79, based on a exposure-time-
weighted average from allthree SWP images, to known UV starsin M13 and Kurucz models.
Upper panel: the "isolated"star(Star i) in M 79 (thinsolidline)versus the starL656 in M13
(SWP 30950/30951; dotted llne),and a Kurucz model with Te_ =11,000K, logg =3.5 (heavy
solidline).Lower panel: the brighteststar(Star 3) in the M 79 spectra (thin,solidline)versus
the starII-48in M13 (SWP 10170; dotted line),and a Kurucz model with Te_ =12,000K, logg
---3.0(heavy solidline).The spectraof the M13 starshave been scaledby the squared ratioof
the distancesto the clusters(dM1a/dM79)_ = ([7.1kpc]/[13.0kpc])_ = 0.30),suggestingthat the
intrinsicluminositiesand gravities,as wellas the temperatures,are nearlyidenticalto the M 79
starsin both cases.The Kurucz models have been scaledas per Eq. ??.
Figure 6. The relativepositionsof the offsetstarSAO 170395 and the globularclusterM 79
in the FES plane as reconstructedfrom data pertainingto the image SWP 25303. The coordinate
system iscenteredat the FES referencepoint,and the fiducialtickmark isexpressedin FES units.
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